The Technancial Company Ltd
JANUS Risk Manager
awarded the

Best New Product, Risk Management
at the FOW and Global Investor Asia Capital Market Awards 2019, September 25th, 2019
The Technancial Company’s JANUS Risk Manager (JRM) was for the second year running the winner of this
category, chosen by industry expert judges. One commented: “Technancial has been quietly enhancing
its flagship product JANUS Risk Manager to enable its clients to measure risk more effectively as well as
improving its performance and scalability. The firm has also been working on its limit monitoring
functionality to enable clients to manage better their trading activities across their entire business.”
Last year, TTC added historical behavioural analytics and since then has created more overarching rules,
called ‘measures’, speeding up immediate access to all the real time analytics on an account or portfolio,
by dynamically changing the user configured dashboard layout to display all the account’s key risk data
with a single click. JRM and its margin engine JME, were further enhanced with the addition of APEX (Asia
Pacific Exchange) to the long list of supported Clearing House Margin systems.
JANUS Risk Manager is the multi-asset, multi-currency and multi-market real-time risk management,
transaction monitoring and surveillance system, which handles large portfolios with ease, monitoring
trading activity using flexible rules or measures configured to comply with regional or local regulations, in
real time.
JRM can be used to monitor global exposures both of accounts and of firms against the clearing or
custodial accounts that the trades are booked in.
Mirko Marcadella, Global Head of Business Development, said: "We are delighted that we have won this
award for the second year in a row. We have continued to implement valuable customer driven features
to keep JANUS Risk Manager ahead of the market as a solid, reliable, flexible and open multi asset class
system. This platform supports our clients’ business needs and it pleases us to know that the platform's
superior capabilities have again been recognised by derivatives industry experts."
Presented at a gala dinner in Singapore last night, this award is seen as a credit to the efforts of the
multinational team of software engineers and support staff that reflects the company’s global vision.

